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City
Council
Lowe speaks on campus
considering
park monies
by Linda Hoy
city editor

Development of a Northwest
Ohio Regional Research Park in
Bowling Green will progress if
City Council votes to appropriate $250,000 toward the
project at its meeting next Mon-

Courtesy The Key/Brad Phalln

Rob Gets Mauled
The crowds listening to Rob Lowe yesterday afternoon in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom pushed forward trying to get closer to the actor, on
campus to endorse Mike Dukakis for president. About 2,000 people,

mostly women, crowded into the room. Many tried to touch him and at
least one succeeded.

Actor encourages students to vote for Dukakis
by Beth Church
copy editor
Encouraging young people to
become more involved in politics, actor Rob Lowe spoke to
at least 2,000 University students Tuesday in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
On campus to support Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis in the November presidential election, Lowe, 24.
called students "the voice of
America."
"I think we (young people)
take a bad rap. People say we're apathetic —we don't care.
They're wrong," he said.
Lowe encouraged students to
register to vote and to become
involved in the community by
talking to people and going
door-tcxloor.
"These things are a lot of
fun, but theyVe also important," he said.

Lowe said he believes he is
fortunate to be so successful at
such a young age and credited
the American society for his
success.
"I owe a debt to democracy," he said. "Today, I'm
here to pay the debt that a guy
like me from Ohio could be so
lucky."
The issues of Dukakis' platform that Lowe supports are
what the actor calls "human
interest."
Referring to the high cost of
education, Lowe asked the
crowd how students will continue to pay for a college education — and pay for their children's education — in the future.
Lowe also alluded to the
Sept. 25 presidential candidates' debate, questioning
several of Vice President
George Bush's comments.
"In the papers today, I keep
seeing'Bush meant to say...' —

I'm so tired of that," Lowe
said. "Governor Dukakis will
6lve you a straight answer. PoUcs isn't my life — I'm an
actor.
" I don't have time to sift
through a lot of information.
Dukakis gives leadership answers," he said.
Bush's involvement in the
Iran-Contra affair and stance
on fighting the drug problem
also was questioned by the
actor.
"Bush made me mad. He
said (during the debate) he
would like to challenge young
people to say 'no' to drugs — to
take a stand. How dare lie ask
me to say 'no' when he can't
say 'no' to General Noriega,"
Lowe said.
In an interview following his
presentation, the Dayton
native said he is visiting seven
Ohio cities in his tour and will
go to Minnesota later this
week.

Lowe spoke of tentative
plans of a similar tour on the
Pacific Coast involving actors
such as Michael J. Fox and
Jeff Bridges.
According to Lowe, his acting career, immortalizing him
as a member of the Brat
Pack," does not interfere with
the message he is trying to get
across for his candidate.
"I'm saying: here's the governor's message, I believe in it
— make up your own mind," he
said. "I never want to preach
—this is j ust my opinion."
Although he is supporting the
Democratic presidential candidate, Lowe said he does not
consider himself a strict Democrat.
"I'm not so much a Democrat. I look at issues through a
humanitarian approach. My
parents are both Democrats,
although my dad is what you'd
call a 'Reagan Democrat. "

About 1500,000 is needed to bedeveloping the park, which
a joint venture between the
city and the University.
The research park is set to be
built on 88 acres at the northwest
corner of East Wooster Street
and Dunbridge Road and will
house businesses providing jobs
for residents and internship opportunities for students.
The Ohio Department of Development pledged a $250,000
grant for the park Sept. 9 with a
condition that the money be
matched by local funding.
If Council appropriates the
funding, it will come primarily
from water and sewer capital
improvement funds, said Joyce
Kepke, Councilwoman at-large.
Michael Marsh, city attorney,
said the city's money will go
toward the first phase of the
project, which involves running
water and sewer lines along
Dunbridge Road for storm runoff.
Phase I, projected to cost
$575,000, also includes building a

lake to handle the storm runoff,
Marsh said.
Marsh said the city is hoping
the development of the remaining parts of the research park
will be financed by leasing the
land of the park.
He said he is "reasonably certain" that one business will locate in the park. The business
considering the park location is
a growing company which will
create many new jobs for the
city and help retain people who
were considering relocating.
"They (the prospective business) are going to bring a lot of
jobs back that have left the
area," Marsh said.
He said other businesses have
expressed a desire to locate in
the park and provide research
opportunities
to students.
fi
So far the prospects we've
talked to have been highly interested in that type of arrangement," he said.
If Council appropriates the
funding, the University will be
coordinatingde velopment of the
park, said Phil Mason, executive assistant to University
President Paul Olscamp.
"The next step will be to attempt to secure a commitment
from the company that we hope
will locate on the property and
other companies as well,"
Mason said.

Network nailed
by indictments
MIAMI (AP) — Two long-awaited indictments accusing a private
network of illegally supplying mercenaries and arms to the contras
steered clear of thorny questions about the group's links to the Reagan administration or drug trafficking.
The indictments also left other questions unanswered.
Thirteen men are accused of having violated the U.S. Neutrality
Act by mounting an illegal campaign to help the contras overthrow
the Sandinista government of Nicaragua.
The defendants include the brother of a top contra leader, the head
of the group called Civilian Material Assistance and at least two men
reputed to have drug ties.
The latest development in the case is the government's response,
filed Sept. 16, to defend contentions that the Neutrality Act does not
apply because the United States was effectively at war with Nicaragua.
But the U.S. attorney's office avoided confronting that issue directly ia its response, saying the matter should be decided in trial, not
during a special hearing.
Other unresolved issues include possible Reagan administration
oversight of the illegal activities, the question of drug ties to the
operation, the absence of key figures among those indicted and the
sluggish pace of the investigation, which covered events in 1984 and
"The biggest question is. who were the people not indicted," says
Jack Blum, special counsel to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which is preparing a report on a parallel investigation.

New courses created Former student seeks gold
For example, an upper core course may deal
with theater, history and literature — combining
three of the lower core categories.
She said each course will be taught by a faculty
University students may opt for new courses in member who has a "deep interest in the subject
an upper-level general education core next semes- to improve the course quality. An enrollment limit
has been set at 40 students per course.
ter emphasizing critical thinking skills.
The courses will be available to sophomores,
juniors and seniors during October pre- Casey said the idea for a new core curriculum
was proposed five years ago to a general education
registration for spring semester.
Beth Casey, director of the center of academic committee, which has developed the idea for the
options, said the new core curriculum features ad past three vears.
vanced 300-level courses that emphasize critical She said she hopes the program will be comthinking skills and involve extensive reading and pleted this year and if 80 course sections can be
offered, the committee has the option of requesting
writing.
"They are integrative courses and try to focus the new core be required by the incoming freshman class.
two disciplines in one class," Casey said.
According to Casey, an ideal model of general If the Undergraduate Council approves the
education requirements should link courses request, at least one general education course will
together. The new upper core will attempt to have to be taken from the upper level curriculum.
synthesize experiences learned in lower core Course descriptions for the new core are available through faculty advisers.
courses, she said.
by Angle Blandlna
staff reporter

Wednesday/
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
It will be partly cloudy
with an expected
high between 65 and
70 degrees. Tonight
will be cloudy with a
low In the mld-40* with
a 20 percent chance
ol rain. Thursday will
show increasing
cloudiness with a 40
percent chance ol rain and a high In
the low 70s.

Handicapped man bound for Seoul Paralympics
by Laura Spftzcr
reporter

One former University student will be "going for the gold"
in Seoul, South Korea — although he will not be heading
across the ocean for another
month.
Carl Brungard will travel to
Seoul in October to be part of the
1988 Paralympics the Olympics
for the physically handicapped.
Brungard said his entering the
Paralympics stemmed from an
accident in 1983. Driving to work

one morning, Brungard's car hit
the back of a truck, paralyzing
him from the chest down.
"I had to choose whether to
save my
life...I would
be paralyzed
or die. It
wasn't much
of a choice,"
Brungard
said.
Brungard, a
former Falcon
football Brungard
player, was
encouraged by his therapist to
compete in the Ohio wheelchair

games in 1985, one year after he
left the hospital.
His next four years of competition in track and field events
won him a spot on the U.S. Paralympic team, he said.
Brungard said the Paralympics "is the pinnacle, the top, the
combination of the four years I've put into it.
'This is the ultimate...I've accomplished everything I wanted
to in wheelchair sports," he
said.
Brungard said his biggest reward is "knowing thatTVe accomplished something that I
D See Olympics, page 4.

News in Brief
Film to honor pacifist

and other pacifists because. "It takes a very
strong man to be a pacifist when confronted with
violence."
"Gandhi saw that moral strength was needed to
fight oppression and injustice,'' Champion said.
"Gandhi used his pacifism to achieve a political
end of getting the oppressors, the British, to leave
and set India free."
-by Fred Wright

The Peace Coalition will present a documentary
film on the life of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
as part of the Great Pacifists Film Series tonight
at 8 p.m. in Room 115 of the Education Building.
The film on the famous pacifist leader of the Indian nationalist movement will be followed by a
discussion on Gandhi led by Ernest Champion, associate professor of Ethnic Studies. The program
is free and open to all.
Champion will speak for about 20 minutes, focusing on the differences between Gandhi and other
The Undergraduate Student Government, in an
pacifists such as Martin Luther King Jr. and effort to combat drinking and driving, is sponsorBishop Desmond Tutu. Champion admires Gandhi ing the "I'm Driving Club" again this year.

Safe drinking promoted

In 1984, members of USG formed the club as a
result of several alcohol- related accidents involving University students, according to Melissa
Dunn. USG deputy student welfare coordinator
and chairperson of the club.
"The accidents caused an increase in concern
among students." Dunn said.
The club is based on stimulating awareness,
Dunn said. To become a member of the nationwide
club, people only need to obtain a membership
card.
The club will hold a membership drive Oct. 17 to
21, during Alcohol Awareness Week. The drive will
be held from9:30a.m. to4 p.m. in the Union Oval
-by Ivan Groger

Editorial
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Rob Lowe is more
than a pretty face
It may have started as a well-known actor supporting a presidential candidate, but it ended
as a campaign urging students to register to vote.
A 3T>minute delay didn't stop approximately 2,000
people, mostly women, from waiting in the University Lenhart Grand Ballroom yesterday to catch a
glimpse of Rob Lowe.
Lowe has been touring several midwestern colleges as a spokesman for Democratic presidential
nominee Michael Dukakis. Yes, women were
screaming Lowe's name after he entered the ballroom with dark sunglasses and throughout his
speech.
Lowe, whose hometown is Dayton, addressed
several points such as why he supports Dukakis,
the presidential debate Sunday night, most important, students registering to vote.
Another issue addressed was college students
paying college tuition now and when their children
attend. If the registering to vote plea didn't appeal
to the audience, then students thinking about which
Kresidential candidate will help financial aid should
ave made them think twice.
The 24-year-old movie star said students are "the
voice of America" despite being called apathetic. It
was obvious some only attended to see Lowe —
some left during the middle of his speech.
Later, Lowe told a BG News staff reporter that
he gives credit to those who wanted to listen to his
speech and not gawk or drool over him.
He wasn't bothered by the bold few who waved
signs stating "George Bush for President" and
"Dukakis kills babies." Instead, Lowe gave his
opinion about why others should support the Massachusetts governor.
He raised an interesting point to Bush not being
specific about the issues. Lowe said he was tired of
the newspapers reporting "Bush meant to say..."
Whether a student is a Democrat or Republican,
knowing the specifics about the issues is important.
Most students, sadly enough, do not read newspapers or watch the news on television. If they occasionally read about or watch the candidates, they
will want to know where those political figures
stand on the issues.
The question is did the students who remained for
the entire speech listen to his message? Not only
about Dukakis, but about registering to vote and
Elaying an active role in the local and national elecons?
Or were the majority there only to see a celebrity? Those who did register to vote should be
commended for taking a few moments to get involved.
Those who either left early or don't recall his
speech, ought to remember that students are the future and the voice of America.
If we don't care about what happens tomorrow,
who will?
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JOEL MILLER

Observations from the Olympics
Once every four years one city
basks in the glory of the sports
world. The Olympics bring
honor and prestige (not to mention billions of dollars in tourist
revenue) to the city bestowed
with this privilege. This year
Seoul, South Korea — much to
the chagrin of their neighbors to
the north — is featuring the
world's greatest athletes.
For weeks prior to the Games,
the scene from Korea was not
unlike an inside view of an Irish
Republican Army tea party.
Students, struggling for the
reunification of the two Koreas
(which is like struggling for the
reunification of Australia with
the Asian continent), decided
that since their two countries
had the same last name, the
Great Red North should get a
piece of the Olympic pie. Now I
can understand this because,
hey, I'd want Ahmad Rashad to
come to my hometown, too. But
I think the car bombing and
street fighting went a little too
far Just to get a former Minnesota Viking To drop in.
The life of an Olympic athlete
is indeed an admirable one. For
four years or more, they rise at
the break of dawn, run (or swim,
or whatever it is badminton
players do) until they pass out,
vomit or both. Then they run
some more. You have to have a
strong will (or a vitamin deficiency that mars your brain activity) to keep up this strenuous
pace. Unless you are a weightlifter or a member of the East
German women's swim team,
you must give up even the

strongest of vices.
But you have to feel sorry
about the Tunisian volleyball
team or a diver from Lichtenstein. They know the Olympic
Committee got drunk one night
and threw darts at a map of the
world to decide who would become easy dog meat for the
Russian basketball team. I'm
sure the entire committee was
crying with laughter underneath
the table when the dart pierced
Swaziland for a water polo
match. Do the Swazis even have
a pool? That's like pitting Rhode
Island against all of Eurasia.
It's sad that they give 110 percent only to be obliterated by a
bunch of 7-foot-2-inch Russians
with flat-tops and incredible
mental incompetence.
I took it upon myself to watch
as much of the Olympic coverage as I could in order to prepare myself for this column (not
only that, but it was a good excuse to get away from some
homework). After three hours of
equestrian events and GrecoRoman wrestling, it became increasingly clear to me that the
ancient Greeks would roll over
in their graves if they could see
the modern television coverage
given to the Games.
Socrates would finish off his
bottle of hemlock when the networks cut away from the exciting final game in the United
States' win over Argentina in
volleyball to entice us to switch
long-distance companies. Alexander the Great would try to invade Korea and take NBC's
"personal pagoda" by storm

Snide comment University should
belittles others change speaker
Although I disagree with the
opinions expressed by Edwards/Schreffler in their column ("The Last Temptation of
the Press") in The BG News on
Sept. 22, I can rationally consider them. I cannot, however,
rationally consider the last snide
comment: "It is equally worthwhile to realize that those who
stalwartly defend the caricaturizing of him in "The Last Temptation' probably rank him
somewhere beneath Roger Rabbit in their pantheon of stars."
Since they most probably
would like their readers to remember this statement as their
clinging point, I am disappointed that two supposedly
skillful writers should stoop to
belittling others intentionally
and, at the same time, cheapening their own stance toward
readers.
Wallace Pretzer
Department of English
professor

"He places a great emphasis
on the advancement of minorities, in higher education...,"
quotes a BG News article (Sept.
22) in a description of Timothy
S. Healy, president of Georgetown University and recently
announced keynote speaker for
the December commencement.
This laud was provided by John
DiPaaquale, his assistant.
Also, Dwight Burlingame,
vice president of University relations, states, "One of his
major themes is trying to make
a difference in this country regarding greater access to higher
education." Well, it is likely that
he is trying to make a difference, all right — but not necessarily in the direction one might
expect, from what we have been
told.
Most University students and
the administration may not be
aware that Georgetown was recently in the Supreme Court, ar-

after what seemed like years of
coverage for women's air rifle
shooting. The Greeks would give
up on Troy and sail to Seoul after
one too many Whitney Houston
commercials.
While I'm on the subject of
commercials, did anyone else
find it strange that Spuds
McKenzie is doing ads in a country that considers dogs to be a
tasty delicacy? I doubt we will
be hearing much more from our
favorite party animal after
these Olympics.
Just a few other stray observations on the 1988 Summer
Olympics when the majority of
the events are held in the fall?
Maybe the Olympic Committee
messed up by the International
Date Line and thought it applied
to seasons. Now I know he's
received a lot of attention, but I
really think I saw Elvis Presley
in competition. Perhaps he decided it was time for the limelight once again. I swear I saw
him swimming the 100-meter
butterfly for Mongolia.
If I were to pick a job right
now, I think I would find out who
made the flags for the Games.
There were more Old Glories
flapping around than at a
George Bush rally (at least the
Olympics' flags symbolize
something other than personal
fain). Since the National Basetball Association is expanding, maybe they ought to forget
about the Miami Heat and put an
expansion team in Canada.
Those guys on the national team

guing for the right to deny its
gay and lesbian student organization official recognition, and
the monetary support therewith
associated. The Supreme Court
has already handed down one
decision against Georgetown.
Yet, undaunted, they are now in
appeal.
Now, no matter what the
average person's views on homosexuality, the majority of
people reading this should grant
me at least the following two
points: 1) gay men and lesbians
do count in the category of
"minority," and 2) part of the
"higher education" experience
afforded to other minorities is
presently being denied to gays
at Georgetown.
Now we can begin the inevitable argument. Yes, Georgetown
certainly is a Catholic university. Yes, Catholic doctrine (as
expressed by the Pope, at least)
does speak out against homosexuality. Does it follow, then,
that Georgetown has the right to
openly discriminate against
gays? Well, that is for the Court
to determine. However, do these
actions make Healy an inappropriate candidate to speak on

by Berke Breathed
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up there sure gave our team a
hard time and, if you remember,
the U.S. team defeated many
different groups of NBA stars in
exhibition. And finally, did
every nation get their own pagoda or did everyone realize the
godlike appearance of Bob Cosfas and Bryant Gumbel?
But no matter what I've said
here, the Olympics are still the
pinnacle of sporting achievement. Every armchair athlete
who sat entranced for hours
watching the pageantry and
beauty of the Games had a
dream — somewhere deep inside — that he could stand on
that top platform and have a
gold medal draped around his
neck.
However, the Games are more
than that; they are an attitude.
The Olympics is a 17-year-old
from California staring in disbelief at her new world record. The
Olympics is Matt Biondi and Michael Gross embracing after a
race and knowing that they are
both the best in the world. The
Olympics is a rider falling off
her horse, getting on once again
only to fall again, but having the
courage to try a third time. All
of these give the Olympics an
aura of sportsmanship that is
unrivaled by any other event.
And besides, there is nothing
like the chills that run up your
spine when an entire arena
starts chanting "USA...USA."
Miller is a freshman radiotelevision-film major.

"greater access to higher education?" I submit that he is, indeed, inappropriate.
I would hope that a state university such as Bowling Green
has not, or would not (if they
could), support such discrimination on its own campus. Our
campus has made many recent
strides in examining issues such
as date rape, sexuaiharassment
and social justice. I would
suggest the president of a university which clearly excludes a
large number of its students
from recognition is a poor and
insulting choice as a speaker to
inspire our students with his
"views about education."
Michael Albert
724 S. College Apt. #14

Respond
The BG News editorial
Siage is your campus
orum.
Toe News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number,
must be included, although
telephone numbers will not
be published.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
IV BG News
tit West Hall
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Domed stadiums result City aims at improvement
Mayor creates task torce to tind inetticiencies
in more home victories
by Linda Hoy
city editor

by Christian Thompson
reporter

ing in open air stadia," Zeller said.
He said he believes these three extra victories
could have changed sports history.

The bases are loaded. The roar of the crowd
engulfs the stadium as Casey steps up to bat. The
pitch is good. Casey swings and...misses.

"The use of domed stadia by second place teams
would have resulted in 20 different division champions over the past two decades," Zeller said.

Did Casey miss because he is a poor player? Or
was it just a case of nerves felt by a visiting player
in a domed stadium? These questions are being
asked about real baseball players by University
sociologists Richard Zeller and Tim Jurkovac.

The Associated Press and United Press International reported the sociologists' research and it
was published in several newspapers and magazines across the country, including the New York
Times, the Sporting News and Psychology Today.

"Under a dome, crowd noise is louder than in
open air stadia. Hence, the support of the home
team by their fans is a more powerful inducement
to the home team to perform well," Jurkovac said.

The research results were released before the
1967 World Series and the effect on the Metrodome
of the series outcome between St. Louis Cardinals
and the Minnesota Twins has been widely discussed, Jurkovac said.

Their "dome effect" research includes the
analysis of over 35,000 major league baseball
games from the years 1969 to 1986.
The results indicated 10.5 percent more games
were won at home than away by teams who play in
domed stadia, while 7.2 percent of home games
were won by teams that play in open air stadia.
"A home field advantage to teams playing in
domed stadia results in a net gain of three victories, on the average, to such teams over teams play-

"I remember the comment Al Michaels (ABC
sports) made right after the Twins won game seven. Just as he was cutting away, he said, 'Now we
know what noise feels like,'" Jurkovac said.
The pair are now researching the effects of
crowd size, distance fatigue and types of stadia.
Zeller said he believes these variables are not as
effective as domes.
"Nothing, but nothing, overwhelms the dome effect."

The city's internal review task
force is aiming to improve efficiency in government by studying paper flow, equipment and
computer usage in the Bowling
Green administration, according to Mayor Edwin Miller.
The task force, created by the
mayor in early July, consists of
employees in many of the city's
various departments including
public utilities, finance and
planning. Computer experts also
have been appointed to the
committee.
Miller said the committee
members are "not all department heads" and improvement
suggestions will be gathered
from all department members.

"I've seen enough areas that we can
improve in various ways that I think it (the
internal review) will be very beneficial."
-Edwin Miller, BG mayor

will be analyzed to determine if
information is being duplicated
in offices and whether all the
data has been stored in a main
computer to provide easy access, Miller said.
He said the paper flow will be
charted to study what paperwork is entering the city and
what is generated internally.
The task Torce will also determine whether questions are being answered quickly.

"I've seen enough areas that
we can improve in various ways
that I think it (the internal review) will be very beneficial,"
he said.

The city's equipment, such as
automobiles and trucks, will be
evaluated to see if the same
equipment could be used in
different departments to cut
down on cost, Miller said.

The city's computer system

"We are checking to be sure

that we are operating the most
efficiently and are using the
state-of-the-art in the variety of
equipment," he said.
Miller said the city is modeling its internal review to match
a two-year study conducted by
the city of Redmond, Wash.
The review is expected to be
"well underway" by Jan. 1, he
said.
It will be the first in a series of
studies if the Bowling Green income tax increase passes in the
Nov. 8 election, he said.
Miller said the .375 percent income tax increase is necessary
in order to have further studies
and determine the city's future
financial needs.
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Resume Special

One page typeset resume
30 copies on resume bond paper
plus
your resume saved on a disk
Everday low price $24.95

NOISES

OFF

BGSU Theatre
presents
Noises Off

Eva Marie Saint
Theatre
University Hall

by Michael Frayn

Credential Forms
only $7.00

Wednesday thru Saturday
September 28 - October l
^Every Thrusday iO-ll:0O p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
BAND UPDATES ON BG 5
HOWARD'S IS A DESGINATED DRIVEN PARTICIPANT

kinko's

the copy center

September 29Oclober 1 and
October 6-8
All performances
at 8 p.m.

Adults $6,
students /senior
citizens $4
For reservations,
call 372-2719

113 BK Railroad St.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419)354-3977

ATTENTION SENIORS

Last 3 days of this session!
Varden Studios is here until Friday, but that's it.
Available sittings are filling fast so call now.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall,
For only $5 you get in the book and the choice of some really great printsl
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GSS elections
on October 14
Student trustee bids considered
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

Elections for Graduate Student Senate representatives-atlarge will be held at the Oct. 14
GSS meeting and applications
for the positions will be accepted
until Oct. 12, said Teresa Tancre, president of GSS.
At the Sept. 23 senate meeting,
Tancre said there are two atlarge positions open — both of
which hold more responsibility
than department senators.
The at-large representatives
have the power to vote, like a
department senator, but they
also sit on the executive committee and have direct input in
that body.
GSS is also looking at nominations for student members to the
Board of Trustees and the policy
by which they will be chosen.
Before last spring, the student
trustees were the presidents of
Undergraduate Student
Government and GSS, and had
no voting privileges.

Due to the passage of House
Bill 34, which gives the student
representatives voting privileges, the two bodies of student
government must submit a list
of five nominees to be forwarded
to the University president's office and the governor of Ohio,
who selects the two student
trustees from the list.
The two bodies of the student
government have established a
deal" to fill the Board seats
and protect the interest of both
groups of students, she said.
Three of the nomination positions will be filled by USG representatives and two by GSS. The
list of nominees will be presented at the Oct. 7 Board meeting.
In open forum, graduate students discussed bringing the exclusion of international and outof-state students from the Board
seats before the trustee members. Tancre said she would look
into why the two groups are not
eligible for the Board seats.
Tancre said she is invited to
attend a Board of Trustees dinner on Oct. 6, and she may bring
one guest. A member of GSS interested in filling that spot
should contact her.
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College holds health talks
crippling auto accident, a physician, plastic
surgeon, physical therapist and occupational therapist work as a team to help the
victim return to health and re-enter society.

by Pete Landversichl
reporter

The College of Health and Human Services
sponsored the 10th annual National Conference on Interdisciplinary Health Team Care
last week at the Radisson Hotel in Toledo.

Team health care is also commonly used
for the elderly and the handicapped, he said.
Other topics discussed at the conference
included geriatric care, curriculum development, therapeutic strategies and team
interaction practices, Willis said.
University faculty who made presentations included Willis; Michael Rastatter,
associate dean of the College of Health and
Human Services; Ruth Olscamp, assistant

According to Clyde Willis, dean of the college, team health care is a concept in which
professionals from different health fields
work together to help and individual.
For example, if a person was involved in a

professor of communication disorders; Steven Russell, associate professor of special
education; James Wilcox, associate professor of interpersonal and public communication; and Michael Franklin, assistant
professor of art therapy.
The conference was co-sponsored by
several area schools, including Case
Western Reserve University, Ohio State University and the University of Toledo, in
addition to six other medical colleges and
health education centers.
More than 100 health-care professionals
and educators from across the country attended the conference.

Making music Students offered
pays off for prof Latin expedition
trying for so many years, and
to win it three times in a row,
fenMQM boost/'be said.
The award honors musical
composers and includes a
$800 bonus, which can be used
as toe recipient sees fit
According to DePue, many
composers who are members
ofSeASCAP annually submit their credentials list to
the Standard Awards Panel
and The Popular Awards
Panel in New York, which
determines award winners.
The list includes aO the music
a composer has written in the
past year and what has been
performed.
Among his cotnpositkms
are instrumentals and vocals,
and several operas, including
•Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde?
Special" and
"The True Story of the Three
Little Pigs."

byBMhBcrita
reporter

A University professor of
musical caaaiemm has bean
awarded the 198W8 American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers
Award for the third consecutive year.
Wallace DePue, a Uwversi1968,
has been
submitting
his work for
consideration for the
past ia
rears and
said he was!
thrilled
with the o»Pmt
award.
"To win the award after

Olympics
D Continued from page 1.
never thought I would."
"It's a satisfying feeling to
know you've done your very best
and now you're being rewarded
for it."
He said his goal for the competition is "to have as much fun as
I possibly can but I'd also like to
make a contribution — I'd like to
win a medal."
Brungard will compete in the

pentathalon, shot put, discus,
javelin, and 200-meter and
1500-meter races.
In the 1988 wheelchair races,
Brungard won a gold medal in
the pentathalon, a silver in the
javelin and a bronze in the discus.
He attended the University
from 1977-1982, playing football
in 1977 and 1979, but left due to a
lack of funds. He completed a
degree in chemistry at Akron University in 1985.

by Donna Sharper
reporter

An annual expedition to Central America will offer University stu
dents the chance to learn about the Latin land and earn college credits.
According to Cynthia Stong-Groat, professor of biological sciences, the Dec. 28 through Jan. 6 trip to Belize, Central America, will be
a "pristine, primitive, dangerous, exciting adventure."
Trie trip will be sponsored by the University's Office of Continuing
Education and the Department of Biological Sciences. The 10-day
expedition will be led by Stong-Groat, a marine biologist and invertebrate zoologist, and Rex Lowe, botanist and algologist.
Stong-Groat said the tour will lodge the group on an undeveloped
peninsula in Belize, farther south than where any traces of civilization exists.
She said the group will travel by small boats through swamps,
jungles and rivers and on foot through mountainous tropical rain
forests, coastal lowlands and caves. In addition, the group will explore the largest barrier reef in the hemisphere, and the Cays, the
world's only jaguar preserve.
Colleen Walsh, senior biology major who will be on the tour, is enrolled in Tropical Ecology Seminar that is aimed specifically for the
trip.
''We learn about the culture and geography because it's a tropical
rain forest and what type of organisms we might see; like what
flowers we might see or what fish, Walsh said.
Classes can be taken either before or after the trip for one or four
hours of credit.
According to Walsh, "there may be some danger involved but that
makes it more exciting, more of an adventure."

City sponsoring
local arts event
by Cheryl Zemo
reporter

CHRISTOPHER

Parkening

"one of the most brilliant guitarists In the world"
Andres Segovia
Wad.. Sept. a* at 8:00 p.m.
KOaACKER HAIL

EKedKcT
5th AND
FINAL WEEK
B.Q. CANT GET
ENOUGH OF ROGER
SEE IF YOU KNOW ...

Moor* Musical Arti Canter. BGSU
Ticket!:
A d u 111 - » 7. * 11. $ 1S
Student! ■ S4, »», »12
To reierve tickets call 372-8171
■ox Office open
12 noon-6 p.m. weekdays

OMftft,'//

Festival Forum (Pre-Show Discussion)
Featuring guest guitarist David Brandon,
Bryan RecilalHoll 7:30 p.m. FREE
Presented by the Festival Series and supported In part by
a grant Iron the Arts Commission ol Greater Toledo and
the Toledo Arts Council

NIGHTLY AT
7:15 & 9:30 P.M.
HURRY DON'T MISS
IT -- ENDS TOMORROW

Local artists will get a chance
to display their creations Oct. 8
at the Downtown Bowling Green
Fine Arts Pair.
Sponsored by the Downtown
Business Association, this is the
first year for a possible annual
event, said Rosemary Basile,
co-owner of Currents, an art
shop in 126 East Wooster St.
"We are hoping that from
coinciding this event with Bowling Green's Homecoming, the
alumni will get to see the many
flourishing apects of art growing
inthisarea/Basilesairr
Events are scheduled from 10

S'afee m
Wltk

a.m. to 6 p.m. and include a 1
p.m. poetry reading at Wood
County Library, live music at
Radio Park at 11:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m., and children's story
hour/puppet show at 2 p.m.
Basile said many artists will
have open studios from 12 p.m.
to 4 p.m. and there will be booths
and tables set up on North and
South Main Street for the artists.
Each artist is being encouraged
to have work for sale, she said.
The areas to be featured include pottery (no molds), painting, jewelry, blown glass, fabrics, photography, dance, literature and sculpture.
Interested participants must
register before Oct. 7.

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

immediate
Housing Openings
Founded
Flower
Color
PrManeVopy:
Magazine:

Barnard College, 1897
Jacqueminot Rose
Cardinal
Arthritis Research
TO DRAGMA

Alpha Omlcron PI is delighted B
have been chosen » start a new sorority
at Bowling Green State University. We
offer a fresh, new choice to BGSU
women who are Interested in becoming
a part of sorority life. Deciding to join our
AOM colony means that you are
choosing to embark on a memorable
and rewarding expenence that will allow
you to immediately share your leadership talents The AOII colony members win have the privilege of making Important
decisions about chapter operations and traditions that will serve as a legacy to future
members for years to come.
-e—r
AOII chapters across the country and m Canada are noted for their campus
a
p
8n chc r hl
!! T! ''" •
« » P. service to others, and close-Knr) sisterhood We took

ALPHA OMICRON PI
INFORMATION NIGHTS
SEPTEMBER 28 & 29,1988
at 8:00pm In NORTHEAST
COMMONS
RUSH WEEK
OCTOBER 17-21,1988

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

HOCKEY ACTION
FALCON
BROWN/ORANGE
Intrasquad Scrimmage
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2
1:00 PM AT BGSU ICE ARENA

ADMISSION $1.00 OR FREE WITH
ALL-SPORTS PASS IF EXCHANGED
FOR A TICKET WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY AT THE MEMORIAL
HALL TICKET OFFICE.

ANY QUESTIONS, CONTACT THi
PANHELLENIC OFFICE AT 372-2534
OB GBEEK LIFE OFFICE 372-2151 .

GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS NOW!

IONIWI
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Test Drive Your Career With Co-op
Marriott Career Day
Thursday, September 29,1988
10:00 AM-2:00 PM
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Jeff Plckard - Nationwide, Chemical Abstracts

"What do I want to be when I grow up - a
computer programmer? Well, I think so. Am I
capable of being a programmer? I hope so. Now
that I've completed two co-op's, I can say a
definite 'yes' to both questions. Thanks to co-op, I
know where I'm going with my career."

Career Fair
Bus Admin,
2nd Floor Lounge
Employer Panel Discussion
and Reception
Ice Arena

Anyone Interested In a Hotel Management career

la welcome to attend

Luzette Belvo - General Electric, Cleveland & Cincinnati
"Delaying graduation was worth the experience. I
gained interpersonal skills and negotiation skills in
dealing with suppliers. My co-op experience opened
many new doors for career opportunities."

Cliff Burgess - 1st National Bank, Crowe Chizek
"/ did two work assignments, had two job offers,
and two offers to pay for my education with less
than two years of college behind me. I couldn''
have done it without the Co-op Program."

Management Career Day
Monday, October 24,1988

Tom Besancon - Dana
"My co-op not only reassured my career choice but
gave me the job experience on my resume that so
many employers are looking for today."

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM Community Suite, Union
Thla ia your opportunity to meet employers and leam
about opportunities in the Management field.

Deatra Neal - Cincinnati Bell

Are you wondering what questions to ask, does your
resume need help, or do you need to sharpen your
Interviewing skills? Here's where to go:

"My co-op gave me a chance to see what MIS is all
about. Now I know what a business environment is
like which is something my classes could not
provide. I have improved my communication skills
and become more assertive. "

116 BA Monday, October 10, 1988
7:30 PM or 9:30 PM

SPRING SEMESTER POSITIONS
1

Finance

Junior with 2.8 QPA

Columbus

Competrttve

2

CS

Soph or Junior

Columbus

$7 50/hour

3

CSorMIS

Soph

Cincinnati

at $240/week

4

Mgmt or Business

Junior (or Human Resources

Cincinnati

nt $2l9'week

5

Venous Merors

Must have 2 8 GPA to work

Cincinnati

at $219<week

In External Allaire

e
7

CSorMIS

Junior with 2 8 GPA

Oaylon

at $8 80. hour

CSorMtS

lor computer co-op
Junior computer intern

Dayton

St $6 eO'hour

Wisconsin

J8 00 hour

Toledo

at $t 490. month

Toledo

at$1.450'month

needs over 2 8 GPA

e

CS

Soph or Junior needed
lor Spring a Summer

s

Accounting

Junior with 3.0 GPA to
work m auditing

10

Accounting

Junior with 3 0 GP'. to work
In corporate accounting

n

StaMtJctan

Sr or Grad

Toledo

$5 OO'hour

12

Finance

Toledo

al $1.400month

13

Accounting

must have 3.0 GPA
need 3 0 GPA or higher

Toledo

atS1.400/month

14

Geographer

Junior

Toledo

$5 00 hour

15

Acctor Finance
Purchasing

Junior with 2 8 GPA

Cleveland

$5 00 hour

Junior or Senior

Cincinnati

et $330 week

17

Mgmt or Business

Junior

Cincinnati

at $330 week

18

Marketing

Soph or Junior lor 2 or 3

Elyrla

S1,237-1.326/month

16

work assignments
19

Meterlais/Procuremenl

Junior with 3 0 GPA

Elyrta

S1.200/month

20

Procurement Mat Mgmt.

Junior lor 2 work assignments

Cleveland

21

CS

Soph or Junior

Cleveland

Competitive
$ 1 1 00 1 300 month

22

Hosp/Rest Mgmt. IPCO.

Junior or Senior

Hilton Heed. SC

$5 00-7 00/hour

Business
23

All Maiors

4-6 month work period

Hilton Head. SC

$8 60/hour

24

Hoep/Resl Mgmt. IPCO.

Jr or Sr with strong

Hilton Head. SC

l^mpetltlve

Interest In field

26

Business
Al Majors

26

Management

27

Accounting

28

Recreation Mgmt

Orlando. FL

$4 86 1 housing provided

Flat Rock, Ml

$7 00-8 00/hour

Fr or Soph with 2 5 QPA

Akron

$1.200 month to start

Soph. Jr or Sr interested

Steamboat

$5 00-8 00/hour

in resort management

Springs, CO
Dayton

housing provided

•Ma*

$1.20O-1.40O/mon*i

Toledo

$8 00 hour

Soph and up
Jr or Sr lor production/
planning work

29

Math

Soph Interested In Operations

Competitive

Research
30

CSorMIS

31

Al Majors

Soph or Junior
Jr or Sr interested in
management

,

32

Tech Writing

Jr. Sr or Grad

Dayton

$7 00800 hour

33

Materials Mgmt

Jr with 2.75 GPA

DaHaa. TX

$1.200-1.400/mortth

34

Accl and MIS

Soph. Jr or Sr interested

Flndlay

S6 00-7 00/hour
Competitive

In software development
36

Proo/Proc

Junior or Senior

Una

38

Management

Junior or Senior

Ft VVsynei, i"*

$8 00 hour

37

CS

needs student with

Oak Harbor

at $5 50 6 OO'hour

38

CSor MIS

Junior

Weanake

$1.000-1.500/monlh

39

Management

Soph or Jr Interested In

Salem, Mentor. Mason

$6 50-7 00/hour

supervision or quality control

Upper Sanduaky

graphics experience

40

CS

Soph with 2 5 GPA

SuMand. MD

$5 00-6 00/hour

41

IPCO. Soc Scl.

Junior

SuWand. MD

$8 00-9 00/hour

HumanMw
42

Math or Statistics

Soph with 2 5 GPA

Suttand. MO

$5 00-8 OO'hour

43

Art, English. Bus.

Soph with 2 5 GPA

Suittand, MO

$5 75-6 SO'hour
$5 00-6 OO'hour

VCI. Mgmt. Acctg
44

Statistics

Soph with 2 5 GPA

Suittand. MD

46

Geography

Soph with 2 5 QPA

SuMand, MD

$5 00-8 OO'hour

46

Tech Wrung, IPCO.

Junior or mature Soph.

Cleveland

S6 60/hour

Junior or Senior

Washington, DC

$6 00-7 OO'hour

Marketing
47

CSorMIS

INFORMATION SESSION TODAY AT 4:00 PM CAMPUS ROOM - UNION

238 ADMINISTRATION

i

372-2451

Elsewhere
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Toledo accused of racism

News Briefs

Councilman wants fire division's hiring practices reviewed
TOLEDO (AP) — The city should set up a
special panel to investigate hiring practices
in Toledo's fire division and allegations of a
conspiracy against black officials, a councilman said Tuesday.
At the same time, a group of black firefighters spoke out about what they contend
is racial tension within the department.
"There is a lot of racism that is inherent in
city practices; some of it is intentional and
some unintentional," Councilman Jack Ford
said at a news conference.
"I think not only the black community, but
the white community is a little fed up with
this constant barrage of allegations of racism in city government...I think people are
getting to the point where they are a little
embarrassed about what's happening and
they want it cleaned up," he said.
■ Ford said he wants an independent panel
to review allegations against Fire Division
Capt. Gary Johnson, who is accused of altering and destroying documents to help white
firefighter applicants move ahead of black
and minority applicants.

The panel also would examine if there was
a conspiracy to deprive minorities of their
civil rights, he said.
He also called on City Mangaer Philip
Hawkey to deal openly with Advocates for
Basic Legal Equality Inc., a legal advocacy
group that uncovered the tampered documents.
Ford said if evidence of a conspiracy
emerges, he would ask for the Lucas County
or state prosecutor to investigate the matter.
Later, Earl Landry Jr., president of the
50-member Glass City Black Brothers
United, said morale among black firefighters is at an all-time low.
He said 22 black firefighters have either
been fired or forced to resign in the last five
years.
"We contend that although some of those
firings or forced resignations were for good
cause, we would say that there has to be a
Broblem for that many blacks to have left
ie jobs, especially when we can only come
up with one or two whites that have been

forced to resign from the department during
the same period," he said.
Landry said racial tension in the fire
houses has increased over the last year. In
an incident involving the Bush Street Fire
House, Chief William Winkle transferred the
entire unit because blacks and whites were
not talking to each other.
Landry said his group does not know
whether the Johnson incident was racially
motivated.
While Ted Iorio, a lawyer for Firefighters
Local 92, acknowledged that Johnson may
have had bad judgment when he destroyed
documents, he said ABLE lawyers blew the
incident out of proportion. He also said there
is no proof that other officers altered documents to help white applicants.
The Ohio Civil Rights Commission voted
last week to review all recent Wrings, promotions and other employment records of
the city administration to determine
whether there is evidence of unfair employment practices.

Adoption bid queried
NEWARK (AP) — A homosexual's bid to adopt a 7-year-old boy
was challenged by county officials before a state appeals court Wednesday, but the court questioned the motivation for the appeal.
Assistant Licking County Prosecutor William B. Sewards Jr., representing the county Children's Services department, presented arguments before the 5th Ohio District Court of Appeals against allowing Melvin Lee Balser to adopt the boy, identified in court documents as "Charles B."
Sewards said allowing Balser, a psychologist, to adopt the boy
would place an additional burden on the child, who suffers from
leukemia as well as speech and learning disabilities.
Having Balser as an adoptive father "places an additional risk of
stigmatization by peers...and another emotional problem for Charles to face," Sewards said.
Balser's attorney, Robin Lyn Green, pointed out that Balser has
been the boy's psychological therapist and was encouraged by the
county to spend time with him.

STU DENTS

Your Connection to the World"
HAS EXTENDED THE
"SCHOLASTIC YEAR SUPER SPECIAL"

INCLUDES
Basic Service August 20 - May 10

,j! V ♦
Basic installation
>VJPv~ HBO - One Month of Service
*4.**
HBO-installation
REMOTE - Free for the Year
Buy This DEAL Before Sept. 20
and Pay a One Time Fee
of $90.00
to Receive This Package
with a VALUE Of *743.75.
fc

SAVE '53.75!!!

S«pt«mb«r2e,19«a

Green declined comment after the hearing.
While Ohio law prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual
preference, no state law addresses adoption by homosexuals, Department of Human Services officials said.
Appeals court Judge Norman J. Putman questioned the timing of
the county's appeal, suggesting that Children's Services was not actually opposed to the adoption but wanted the public to see the department questioning the propriety of allowing a homosexual to
adopt.
Putman said the county had failed to request a finding of fact — a
statement by Licking County Juvenile Court Judge Robert Moore of
the points he used in rendering his May 9 decision in favor of the
adoption — within the seven days required by law.
Without the finding, Putman said the appeals court must presume
in favor of Moore on several factual matters, limiting the scope of
the appeal.

Garage door case
settled in Painesville
PAINESVILLE Ohio (AP)
— A second settlement will
bring to nearly $2 million the
amount due to parents of a
5-year-old girl left crippled
four years ago when she was
choked after her clothing
caught on an automatic garage door, lawyers said Tuesday.
The door pulled Joy Burnfield's 45-pound body upward
as it was raising, and she
choked as the door pulled her
coat hood around her neck.
"The nature and severity of
Joy's injury is such that the
settlement is commensurate

with the economic burden,"
said a family lawyer, James
A. Lowe of Cleveland. "I do
understand it's one of the
largest amounts in Lake
County history, but it's that
severe of an injury."
Lowe had contended that
both the garage door and the
door opener had faulty designs that caused the March
7, 1984, accident at the family's home.
A step plate at the bottom of
the door was angled upward,
instead of being level, and
caught the child s coat hood,
he said.

Irregular menstruation
linked to weak bones
WASHINGTON(AP) - A
24-year-old woman whose
periods are irregular can
have the bones of a 50-yearold, said Dr. Charles H. Chesnut of the University of Washington. "Once that loss has
occurred, it appears there's
very little we can do about
it."
The bone loss can lead to
potentially serious spinal
fractures and to less serious
stress fractures that will keep
women from exercising.
Women can regain regular
periods by reducing their
level of exercise, but the
bones do not seem to fully re-

cover, said Chesnut. Recreational athletes, or women who
are just trying to stay fit, do
not suffer disruption of
periods.
The loss or disruption of
menstrual periods, known
technically as amenorrhea,
occurs mostly in runners, cyclists, swimmers and ballet
dancers, said Anne Loucks, a
research endocrinologist a.
the University of California,
San Diego, and an authority
on the effect of exercise on
women.
Researchers do not know
why intense exercise affects
menstrual periods.

Stress management plans proposed
DAYTON (AP) — Businesses
should consider redesigning the
workplace to help combat job
stress that is costing them and
consumers $150 billion a year,
an economics professor said
Tuesday.

field. "There's reduced productivity on the job. There are increased workers' compensation
claims. All of these taken
together are what pushes the bill
up to $150 billion a year in stressrelated problems.

Janet Goulet, associate
professor of economics at Wittenberg University, said some
long-term illnesses and problems can occur if job stress continues over a long period.
"There's a high absenteeism
rate," Ms. Goulet said in a telephone interview from Spring-

Ms. Goulet, who last year
directed the Center for Labor
Management Cooperation at
Wright State University, has
conducted workshops on jobrelated stress.
She said some symptoms of
stress can include sleep dis-

orders and poor work habits.
"Sometimes we see a lot of indecisiveness and friction with
co-workers," she said.
Ms. Goulet also said stress can
produce clinical problems such
as dejection, depression, fear
and anxiety.
"I have a personal feeling that
a lot of the chemical dependency
that we're seeing — alcoholism
and drugs — is a result of stress
in the work place," she said.
Ms. Goulet said the underlying
cause of job stress is a feeling of

The Washington Center
Internship Program

MIL

WASHINGTON
CENTER

• Internships available in all fields •
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION
4:00 p.m. Capitol Room, Union

having a lack of control at work.
"It's generally brought on by
high noise levels, very noisy
work environment, dangerous
situations ... very close supervision, impersonal attitudes by
supervisors and superiors," she
said.
Ms. Goulet said one popular
remedy to counter stress is to
have the worker enter self-help
programs and try to develop
good eating habits, exercise routines and relaxation techniques.
However, she said that sort of
remedy simply blames the victim for the problem. In addition,
only about 20 percent of the people who enter such programs
stick with them.
"We really need to alter the
work situation," she said. "Probably for some lasting progress,
what we need to do is job redesign of the work place.

,*——«%,

MINORITY STUDENT RECEPTION
5:30 p.m. State Room, Union

cinema

Why graduate without it?
For Internships and
Academic Seminars

354 -0558

Contact: Center for Academic Options
231 Administration Building
372-8202

COCKTAIL R
EVENINGS 6 50 9:20

BSU

AND MORE - A BONUS
EACH NEW BASIC SUBSCRIBER
WILL RECEIVE VALUABLE COUPONS FOR
BOWLING GREEN ESTABLISHMENTS
MINIMUM TOTAL VALUE OF
$

40.00H!

Watch for the BGSU
Marketing Club In the Dorm*
Selling this Great Deal.
OFFER TO EXPIRE SOON!

118 N. Main

352-8424

BSU BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU BSU

BSU BSUBSUBSU

BLACK STUDENT UNION

YOUNG OUNS
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

BSU orientates, facilitates, and fosters political,
educational, and social awareness for Black Students.

NIOHT OF
THE DEMONS
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45

Create a New Slogan for Your Organization
Prizes Awarded

3 University Bookstore Certificates
1st Prize $50.00
2nd Prize $25.00
3rd Prize $15.00

DEAD RINGERS
EVENINGS 700 9:35

MOON OVER
PARADORPG-13
EVENINGS 9:30 ONLY

EVERYONE WHO ENTERS WILL WIN
Entries can be turned in at
Minority Programs and Activities
3rd Floor
For more information call
Deadline Oct. 14, 1988
Union
Sonya at 372-5444
u

BSU BSU

BSU

BSU

BSU BSU BSU BSU BSU

BSU BSU

TUCKER PG
EVENINGS 7 15 ONLY

u
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Notre Dame muscles past Falcons, 2-1
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

BG News/Paul Vernon
Bowling Green's Shaun Howe battles Notre Dame goalie Danny
Lyons for a loose ball. The Irish defeated the Falcons 2-1 In a
contest played Tuesday afternoon at Mickey Cochrane Field.

MAC names
week's best

If soccer was divided Into
weight divisions similar to boxing, the Bowline Green-Notre
Dame soccer match would have
never taken place Tuesday
afternoon.
The big and physical Irish
have been pushing their opponents up, down, and across the
field this fall, while the Falcons
have used their speed and finesse to their advantage.
Unfortunately for BG, this
particular matchup of heavyweight and lightweight saw
the heavyweight prevail at
Mickey Cochrane Field as the
Irish muscled their way past the
Falcons 2-1.
UND raised its record to WM
on the year with the victory,
while BG fell to 4-4. The game
also featured serious postseason implications. The Irish,
ranked third in this week's
Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America Great Lakes
Reeion Poll, kept themselves in
position for a post-season tournament bid. The Falcons,
ranked eighth in that same poll,
saw their chances at post-season
action further diminish.
BG head coach Gary Palmisano said he was concerned with
the size disadvantage coming
into the match.
"From a fitness standpoint,
we ran them into the ground, especially in the second half,"
Palmisano said. "But when you
have 5-9 165 Kyle Royer's going
for balls at midfield against 6-2
IBS Notre Dame players, you
tend to wear down at midfield."
UND struck first at the 17:36
mark of the first half. A deflected ball by a Falcon defender
landed at the feet of Irish mid-

fielder Mitch Kern, who then
proceeded to put the ball past
BG goalie Mickey Loescher for a
1-0 Irish lead.
The goal was a big lift according to UND head coach Dennis
Grace.
"That was a very important
{pal," he said. "We just got a
ucky bounce off the Bowling
Green defender."
Palmisano agreed.
"That goal really got them going, it got them into the game,"
The score remained that way
until the 32:17 mark of the first
half when Irish senior midfielder Steve LaVigne scored on a
crossing pass from teammate
Randy Morris. The goal gave
UND a two goal edge they would
take into hautime.
"The second goal was Just a
pure defensive mistake on our
part," Palmisano said.
BG did not register a shot on
goal in the first half, while UND
recorded six.
The second half featured a defensive battle until the 40:37
mark. BG's Mike Anticoli controlled a loose ball 10 yards in
front of the UND net. Anticoli's
shot was denied by diving Irish
goalkeeper Danny Lyons, but
the ball rebounded to Falcon
forward Shaun Howe. Howe's
first put-back attempt was again
denied by Lyons, but Howe put
his own rebound past the stubborn Lyons and the Falcons
trailed by the eventual final deficit of 2-1.
BG put pressure on Lyons and
the Irish the rest of the day, but
could not put the tying goal on
the board.
The Falcons travel to Miami,
Fla. this weekend to play in a
pair of games against Florida
International and South Florida
in the FIU Classic.

Spikers host NMSU
Bowling Green bead volleyball coach Denise Van
De Walle and her Falcons
are hoping to send the
Roadrunners sprinting
back to the desert.
BG is taking a break
from Mid-American Conference play to challenge
New Mexico State at 7 p jn.
tonight in Anderson Arena.
Van De Walle said she
does not know what to expect from the Roadrunners.
"I don't know anything
about them yet," Van De
Walle said. "We are just
going to run over our game
plan as well as we possibly
can."
The Falcons, 5-5 overall,
1-1 in the MAC, will be facing a predominantly veteran team from New Mexico. Nine returning letterwinners, including four
starters will see action.
The Roadrunners are led

by sophomore setter Jill
Hen dry, senior outside hitter Lisa WhitesellRoberson and senior
middle blocker Natalie
Waters.
BG is led by junior setter Linda Popovich and
senior co-captain Jane
Plantz.
Considering the fact BG
and NMSU both lost to Arizona in three straight
games earlier this season.

Taylor Olds-Cadillac

IMS Ch.vy Sprint
2 dr., oir
»6993

iMsranTuvooi

EVERYDAY

4 dr.. oir. outo. stereo
SSMS

{«**&**"

IMS Dodo, Arin
4 dr., air, auto
•SMS

SOUP - SALAD - ROLL

IMS KMTIAC MOO If

$235

4 dr., well equiped
MMJ

IMS MUCK amuiT

DAILY HAPPY HOURS

4 dr., air, stereo, auto
•S4*3

4-619-10

INS PLYMOUTH TUttSKW
7 dr., sunroof

Hair Unlimited inc.

HMS

143 W. Wooster

TOLEDO (AP) — Toledo tailback Alan Smiley and Kent
State defensive back Paul
Haynes have been selected as
the Mid-American Conference
players of the week.
Smiley, a junior from Flint,
Mich., rushed 35 times for 141
yards and three touchdowns in
Toledo's 34-5 victory over Bowling Green. He scored on runs of
1,2 and 4 yards.
Haynes, a sophomore from
Columbus, made 22 tackles —14
of them solos and two of them
for losses.

Gandhi's Back !

And he's brought his friends
Tonight the Peace Coalition sponcers an hour long documentary
on Mohandas K. Gandhi . Following the film. Enest Champion.
associate professor in Ethnic Studies, will speak on Gandhi's
pacifism. The series will continue for five more weeks with films
and speakers.
Date
Oct. 5
Oct. 12

Subject of film
Albert Einstein
Martin Luther King

Oct. 19 Thomas Merton
Oct. 26 Dorothy Day
NOV. 2 Panel Discussion
Freel
1 clip and save!

Speaker
Craig Hergert
Phillip Royster

Location
115 Education
115 Education
515 Life Sciences

Jeanne LeFevre
Karen Thompson 115 Education
515 Life Science
"Is Pacifism a
Realistic Choice in
the Modern World

Would
you
whitewash
the
color
purple?
Mora Information
And
Displays at the
University Bookstore
in the
Student Services
Building
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Classifieds
• Ad Club Congratulates'
Mm Clsycomb-Secretary
BobSchuftz-Asst Agency DK
Many Thomas-VP 0) Alumni RMhons
Juna Schuttz- Treeeurer
BaShehean-VP of Membership
Ron Dotson-Asst ol Membership
Donna Logia-Fundraiaa'

••••

PMC* Coalition Moling Wad., Sept. 28, I

SKI CLUB
"Happy Hours" lonlte
Movte-Val There's r» comparison 23 nan
SRI Club's own, homemede. upside
down mar gartta party
Soft Rock Cafe 6:30 PM
Ski Ya There!!

UCF Csntsr 119 Thurstln al Ridge
TOGETHER WE CAN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE I

SPANISH CLUB
Happy Hours" tonne
Come and brush up on your Spanish

What can on* person do?

NNH
M

or Mama.

• Attention All Education Majors' ■
ACE mealing Sept 29 al
6 30 m 112BAB«g
Uees lot metructlonel elds
wB be presented
"Door Prize*"
ATTENTION FASHION MERCHANDISING
MAJORS"
Com* hear lirat-hand co-op-Internship sipertencsB ol students at leading retailers
across Iha country! Laam how easy It Is to
get onel Wednesday, Sapt. 2ith at 7:«5 PM In
McFall Assembly Room.
•»TC'
fThe Bowling Green Student Chapter ol the Society lor Technical Communication wH hold
an organizational meeting to elect officers and
begm planning this year's activities Plus there'll
be plenty ol time to mingle and meet other BQ
technical communicators Refreshments aril be
served Anyone interested, please come
THUFISDAY, SEPT. 29,1 pm
UNION TAFT ROOM

DiBenedettoe 7.00 PM
Biemerxdosll
The International Relations Organization
wH hold their third meeting
on Wed September 26. 1968
at 7:30 PM si Moaakry 204
All ere invited1'
Questions ■ Csl President Andrew at 26295
Tuna into Bowling Green's SPORTS Leader
Saturday lor LIVE MAC Football Coverage on
WBGJJ-FM-Bowlng Green at Western MJcN9*n
12 30 PREGAME. KICKOFF al 1:00 on
M.1 FMWBQU

LOST * FOUND
LADIES OF MAC DONALD!
LOST: Two of your gorgeous sophomores who
escorted me back to Offenhauer Thurs. night
after BUTTONS One Is blonde (6 5"). and th*
other brunette I5'V I with an incredibly Oeeulilul voice If you have Inlormalion as to their
names or whereabouts pisses cai Myke
2-6697
LOST GOLD GARNET RING LOST AT DOWNTOWN WEDNESDAY NIGHT IF FOUND
PLEASE CALL 353 3285 MUCH SENTIMETNAL VALUE-REWARD

•University Ambassadors'
Mandatory Meeting Wed., Sapt 26
BOO PM Board Room Mean Alumni Center
Nevr Ambassadors must arrive by 8 30 PM

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion, Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo, OH 255-7769

BO PRO MEETING
Wednesday. September 26
BOO PM in 316 West H*l

We'■ —you morel
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. Please lurnlsh
Iha Office of the Dean wflh the name of your
Dean's Advisory Council representative by
Monday, October 3. See fh* OAC mailboxes
(In the vending room near the lounge on the
second floor ol Iha BA Bldg.) tor details.

For a*, your typing needs
A-Z Data Center

352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAOE7
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. U P S
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042

DON'T FORGET1
BQ Masters is having Its first social
al Mytes Pizza TONIGHT at 8 30 PM
SEE YOU THERE
DUKAKIS and BENTSEN 'St
The BGSU CAMPUS DEMOCRATS
Will meet on Wednesday, Sapt. 27.1 US
1007 BA Addition
8:00PM
EVERYONE WELCOME!

FREE CONCERT!
THE PSALTERY
FRENCH CANADIAN FOLK OROUP
■OUITAR'VOCAL'CLOOQINO'SPOONS'
THURSDAY »:>0 PM 121 WEST HALL

JAGUAR Desktop Pubtahlng - 363-3351
Word Processing t Laser Printing
Papers, Resumes. Protects. FASTI
Responsible cosege student seeks employment denning arse houses and apis For details
call Partial 353-5832
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 364 -HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES.
Tune silo Bowling Green's SPORTS Leeder
Saturday for LIVE MAC Football Coverage on
W8GUFM-Bowing Green at Western Michi0*n

Friends ol the Deal Community
Informational Meeting
Wed 28 9.00 PM 203 Educ
Everyone Welcome1

12:30 PREGAME. KICKOFF at 1 00on
III FMWBGU

HEY MONII
OFFENHAUER'S JAMMIN' WITH THE MUSIC
FROM REGGAE BAND. GROOVEMASTERS.
COME JOIN THE FUN FOR THIS CAMPUSWIDE FREE CONCERT. SATURDAY OCTOBER 1.19SS. 4:00 - 7:00 PM. OFFENHAUER
COURTYARD.

PERSONALS

OPNA
Omega Phi Alpha
Loves their new pledge
Welcome toe sisterhood
o( Service

JOUR 300 applications available In JOUR olHo*. 31 • West Hal DEADLINE 10-14 88
MARRIOTT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES DAY
HOTELS. FOOD S BEVERAGE AND HEALTH
CARE DIVISIONS THURS SEPT 29. 10.00 2 00 BA 2nd FLOOR LOUNGE CASUAL 7:00
9.00 pm ICE ARENA LOUNGE. PANEL DISCUSSION PROFESSIONAL DRESS
EVERYONE WELCOME

■•• ATTENTION STUDENTS •• •
I* your fob strange or unusual?
We'd Ike lo boor about It Cal THE KEY at
372-8066 Ask lor Amanda or Janet

ATTENTION

BUSINESS

STUDENTS

DELTA SIGMA PI. THE PROFESSIONAL
BUSINESS FRATERNITY, IS NOW RECRUITNG PROSPECIVE MEMBERS THIS IS
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP
PROFESSIONALISM ALONG WITH LIFE TIME
FRIENDSHIPS STOP BY OUR RECRUITNIG
TABLE IN THE BA LOBBY THIS WEEK
LADIES
If you LOVE the scam ol line PERFUME el
wholesale prices, we have me deal lor you! Cal
MARK 372-124) or BILL 3S9-1M1 lor ssmpsng
and prices CALLNOWIII
•■■ZBT,"AQ0'"ZBT"AGD"ZBT"AGO"ZBT"'
SCOTT GRAY:
It's hard to put Into words how INCREDIBLE
these past seven months have been. You have
bean so wonrjarful to me I could have n*v*r
mad* It through th* summer without you Thank
you lor being there lor me!11 am SO proud 10 be
wearing your levaser! I love youll'l
•••ZBT-'AGD'-ZBT"AGD"ZBT''AGO''ZBT-• •
• "ATTENTION OSEA MEMBERS* *
TEACHER PREPARATION-PIU8 CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 14-18,1911 IN COLUMBUS
S10 FOR REGISTRATION-IB FOR HOTEL
FOB MORE INFORMATION CONTACT AN
OFFICER
"ATTENTION FASHION MMCHANDISINa
MAJORS"
Come hear first-hand co-op--Internship sxperlences o! students St leading retailers acre** the
country! Learn how easy il ia to get one! Wednesday. Sept. 26m al 7:45 PM In McFal As
■evnbtyRoom.
•'WENDY NEAL"
Congratulations lor making the Homecoming
Court Delta Gemma is so happy to have you
representing us GO FOR IT WENDY. WE'RE
ALL BEHIND YOU! Love, your DO sislers
•FIJI'FWfUfFUTFIjrFUr
ERIK McCALL
I hope our friendship grows stronger than
Orakker and B.W.B.'s! R.S.V.P. Loea, you
know who.
AOPI'ADPrADPI'ADPI'ADPI'ADPI'ADPI"
'SIGMA NU'SIGMA NU'
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
TOPIC WHAT TOOK SO LONG?
QUOTE: FIND SOMETHING YOU UKE
WHERE IS: SHE!
MEETING 10:00 AT MARK'S
•SIGMA NU" SIGMA NU'
-PHITAUSGET PSYCHED FOR HOMECOMING SS. IT'S
GONNA BE THE BEST EVER!
ADPi
Congratuletions Nancy Snitch
our 'Sister ol the W*ek"l
ADPi' HOUSE MOM ' ADPi ' HOUSE MOM
Hey Beth Dudley.-we think you're great'
HOUSE MOM'S 00 UNDERSTAND Love. Th*
ADPis

ADPI - The Brand of Excellence
TRY US FIRST AOPI
We'll show you the wey to the top
INFORMAL RUSH
Man. 104. Tuee. 10-4, Wed. 10-5
9:15 tl the ADPI House
ADPI • The Brand ol Excellence

Andraa H.,
S**n 'ya around* Heard II was your birthday!
Spanish Men wants lo EXPLORE MONOGAMY
tonHe! Happy 18th lo my besl buddy and dnnk
tng chum! Wa'l party mis weekend and find
some men!
Love. Kate
Annette
Thanks lor a great 2 years! (almost). It's bben
great and I love you a lot I can't wan to see you
later today HAVE A GREAT DAY!

Soon
ATTENTION ALLGUYSI!
DONTBELATE
YOU BETTER FIND
YOUR CHEE-0 DATE!'
Attention Anyone inlereeted In walking on to
the BG women's Softbel Team-practice wet be
from 3-5 every day beginning Sept. 26. For
more Into cal Amy 372-7066 or 353-6743
eves

BARB
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!!
I'M CRAZY FOR YOU
DAVID

mv

call
The KEY office
now
at 372-8006.

lout bo hi Th*> KIT and
have WNTM great shots
from which to choos*
parsonol portraits!

Do it now!
Don't be a Scrooge

Congratulations to the loaowing gale hx earning
positons on me Miss BGSU Committee
DONNA McKEE CHOREOGRAPHER
Of ANNA McKEE CHOREOGRAPHER
CYNO MERRtCK PROGRAM DIRECTOR
MELANfE OUV1ERI ENTERTAINMENT COORDINATOR
PEGGY WtflTZ RECORDING SECRETARY
We're proud ol you- -Love, your DG sisters
DAVE WALSH.
CONGRATS ON BEING PHI TAU ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK I
Dear BGSU Athletic Dept S. BG News
Cant thank you enough for setting me and
Don* up for a GREAT AFTERNOON Sal., Oct.
22-''Student Appreciation Day'' FREE admission to the BGSU-Youngstown lootbal game,
FREE LUNCH, chances to win great prizes mdudlng s trip lor 2 lo Floods' What more could a
ppor cosege student want (or he and his bee!
pat? I only hop* that my friends are aa smart ss I
am and wB take advantage ol mis unbeaeveble
tl'
Sincerely. Horses
Delta Gamma Delta Gemma
SHEILA ENOLiSHHappy 21 si Birthday!
You're AWESOME!
LITB, 19SS Dae Oee PLEDGE CLASS
Delta Gamma Delta Gamma
DELTA ZETA would Nke 10 wish PI KAPPA PHI
the BEST ol luck Ihroughoul PUSH weak!
ESTABLISHED ROCK BAND SEEKS BASS
PLAYER FOR ORIGINAL MATERIAL CREATIVE FREEDOM CALL MIKE-MATT 353-6745
OR SCOTT 372-5690 SERIOUS INQUIRIES
ONLY
Expose youraeff to a quefty
Senior Portrait by caaeng
372-8086 lodsy!
Schedule a sitting with Varden Studios
now so you can get your prints In
Itme for Christmas
Cal THE KEY at 372-6066
FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY ENTRIES DUE
OCTOBER 3 by 4 00 pm

Handsome black and cream Hoar cat. Exiremely losing, Talkative, Litter trained. •
mos. old. Good home needed.
Hay Kay-Dees
Inkr*t ISdays
'We're on a road to nowhere"
Taking Heads ' Kappa Dells

Hey ZBTs-U guys are awesome1
Congratulelions on a super outcome at the
Bathtub Races Looking lorwsrd to next year
Luv. your AXO coaches.
Taut. Lorl, Krtelen. Joyce, Joni. and Pirn
H you're a senior we want you now
lor the 1989 KEY senior section
Varden Studios Is now photographing
senior portraits lor your own persons!
use and me 89 KEY loo Csl
372-6086 to schedule your appointment
today

INTERESTED IN A
NEW SORORITY
ALPHA 0MICRON PI RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHTS
SEPT 28 S 29 AT 8 PM
IN NORTHEAST COMMONS

Catholic but not attending? Oueeriona about
your church? Cal St Thomea More. 362-7555
between 9 00 PM and mkWght lo talk lo
someone Al case anonymoue end confidential
CHRIS KELLEHER
Congratulations on making the lop five lor
Homecoming Court' You are definitely the besl
campus root Be) and Kety
Congralukltiona to PEGGY KAJN and HENRY
GRENOELL on the* DG-PHI KAPPA TAU anaearing Ware happy lor you bom Love. Your
DGSietera

ME LINDATHANK YOU FOR YOUR LOVE. WISDOM AND
SERVICE
ILOVEYOUi
A SERVANT OF THE EGO EIMI

Peece love and a pinning?
Congratulations Kim Thut on your Datta Sigma
Phi pinning to John! Wow. what One summer
candol
LaL. Your Alpha Deri Sistera
Phi Kappa Psl and Alpha Chi Omega
with to CONGRATUALTE th* members
olZeta Bete TBU and DettaZeta
on earning bom me Outstanding Participation
Award and sating lo to a Ural place race victor
y-OUT8TAN0sNQ PERFORMANCE''
PI Bets PM would ska lo congratulate
their newly elected ptedgs deas officers
President Christy Amos
Vice President Moral: Cheryl Het
Vic* Preeldenl Social Lisa McDonald
Vic* President Mental: Ann Purnls
Treasurer Lynn LaGatta
Secretary KathyKooh
NMPC representatives Krlstsn Gibbons
Wendy Schubert
Historian: TsiaTrusblood
Censors: Jus* Poors
Law Fray
FIACCHJETS'TRtlGeNG
Does your racquet need rsstrung? I wB string
any racuetbel. squash, or tennis racquet. Most
racquets returned m leas than 48 hrs I hevs
over 10 different strings to choose from, including sn assortment ol colors Some strings under
$10 Cai Scott 352-6722
Santo. Portrait. Now!
Senior Portraits Nowl
Senior Portraits Nowl

SMESMESME
Society ol MenufBdurlng
Engineering
Organizational Meeting
Wed. Sept. 28,6:00 PM Rm 111 Tech Bldg
Plus 1 Pop Provided
All Interested Mejors Welcome!
Bathers!!

Male Review by PI Kappa Phi
el Uptown 7-9 PM tonight doors open 6:16
S2 sdmlaalon 18 yeer olds welcome
Msle Review by PI Kappa Phi
at Uptown 7-9 PM tonight doors open 6:16
S2 aojnieelon 18 year okts welcome
Msle Review by PI Kapps Phi
st Uptown 7-9 PM tonight doors open 6 15
$2sdmisslon 18 ysw Okie welcome
MARK SEISCR
'Thanks lor • greet lane at the Oat* party Saturday nighl"--So whan are you gonna model
those sporty AXO boxers lor me?
Love.
Laura

Slmgers Cafe Sports Roundtabkt--Thi8 week
Formerly Young Award Winner-Denny McLain
Thursday 8 10 PM-Uv* on WBOU 88 1 FM
Jeff Inrjatal. Dean Dftmer. Tan Pta) are your
Hosts
The brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epsilon
would like to congrstuktte Bred Funkheueer on
his recent iBvafcering lo Geanle Pmney
Phi Alpha
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would Ilka to congratulele Jeff Farthing on hla Isvallerlng al
AXO Jenl winatei. Good Luck Jeff and
Jenny!
Tueedsys:Ousrters Night
9 00 pm Pool Tournament
Wednesdays: Beat the Clock
6-9pm
JOIN THE FUN AT YUPPI'S

gan
12 30 PREGAME. KICKOFF at 1 00 on
SB.1 FM WBOU

Why settle (or less when
you can have the best?
Varden Studios ol New York is
currently photographing senior portraits
Cal 372-6086 to schedule
your sppointmsnt now'
ZBTAGDZBTAGDZBTAQDZBTAOD
Your Alpha Gam Football Coaches would Ilka to
wish you Good Luck on Saturday' Gal Psyched!
AGD ZBT AOD ZBT AGO Z1T AGO ZBT

OV nY Ott> 8AU Mir/
7iV/S -OKtS IA£ -BACK lb
THE QLOM lVtYS/

/

"K MlTOi STEPS To
»V£ MOUND, HE EffTERS
HIS WlUD-UP!"..

DiBenedettos Hiring
DELIVERY PERSONNEL
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
APPLY 2-5 MON-FRI
Direct Care Aide: immeldale lul time and pert
rime openings In our Residential Facemss, Expertenc* In providing cars for mentaly retar
ded-mahUd sdults prafarred, but not neces
ssry WH tram quslrfiad applicants Applications
wi be accepted at WoorJsna Residentiel Ser
vtcaa, ■ 646 Pearl Street. Bowing Green
362-5115 EOE
Get Your Foot si the Doon PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the Intafvtawl.
Don! take chanoae on kass-WE DO IT RIGHTI
Klnko's 364-3977.
Help Wanted Bartending, waiter/waitress 1
floor walker positions ere available at Toiedo'a
only FunCrslkary. Only Fun 1 exciting people
need apply in person al Henry J's Wad-Sun
after 8 PM at 1632 S Byrne. Glenbyme Shopping Center.
Highly motivated energetic Individual to M bartending, warier, wsftrsai floor wafcer and casHar positions at high energy rvghtcsjb Car
poosng svsl Good way to asm extra money lor
school Apply at Buttons Tuee thru Sun after
8:30 PM
Large Canton area corporation n**d* a lunior
accounting major to start s co-op position h Interne) auditing during Spring Semester Cat Coop at 372-2451 or Mop by 238 Admin Bkfg aa
soon aa possible
Ulsguerds-Swim Instructors. Psrrysburg. OH
874-8442 Ask (or Ken Katflas Advanced UrOsavlng WSI preferred

FOR SALE
'74 Muetsng H Looks great! Runs great' S1500
negotiable Cal Marks! 353 3839
1980 Chevy Citabon
96.000 msss. runs great, body m good condition Asking $600 Negotiable Csl3642426
1987 Honda Aepencade (1200 cc. digits! InBtrurnentatlon), CB, rsleh: 13'TV used sbout
10 hours! 352-5343. 372-2097
84 ENCORE. 6 speed, AM FM. new Bra* *
exhaust. 36 mpg. raeaofe, no rust, under
S2000 372-7885
A MOST UNUSUAL BOIDING 8JTE
2 PLUS ACRES and during the bunding process
•njoy Ha with al o( mis-spacious beach house
wfm panorama view of your vary own 17 acre
lake with 2 islands, covered bridge and a vast
expanse of meture overgroono end nature trass.
3 minutes form 1-76 Interchange Cal Wgmis
Waltz 354-2521 tor complete detass BMna
Reel Estate. 347 N. Mem St. 352-6122 or
352-6071
CASIO CT 610 ELECTRIC KEYBOARD ONLY
2 YEARS OLO-NEVER USED PURCHASED
FOR $440. WILL SACRIFICE FOR $276 OR
BEST OFFER. CALL 352-9679
For Sees: 2 queen size waterbeds
Cal 353-3477

1 yr old.

JVC R-X210 Digital Synthesizer 70 Watt
receiver JVC KD-X1 ANRS-Ootoy. metal capable, soli-touch tap* deck Teac PO-100
3-baem. hlgh-ree. dtgitai. Compact-dhsc. Muat
SMI $350 Cal 353-6236
TECHNICS SA 929 RECEIVER
S100UKENEW
CALL BOB AT 372-6605
Urfra-Btrength systems, srnmos 1900 *tc Beet
pries m town. Visit O's Herbs S VaWran* 166 S.
Mam. 353-0005.

FOR RENT
WANTED
31 40

month, own room
Male or female
B

Call 353-201 5
D J Senrloae needed tor Friday night programs. Ask for JO* at 372-2343
If you're a senior, we want you now
lor the 1989 KEY senior section
Verden Studios of New York Is now
photographing senior portraits
lor the 89 KEY 4 lor personal use. loo
Csl 372-8086 to schedule your
appointment today
: 1 male rmte. to share 1 bdrm apartment on E. Poe. S136 a mo. and etec. Please
cal Tom. 353-3096

ONE MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE Apartment on 6m and High Great deal. Contact Jim
or Den at 354-7111

HELP WANTED

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV

Cosege Student to watch 3 active boy* two
eveninge a weak. AgaeS. 10* 12. °relerov.i
transportation Minorities encouraged ■* cal.
Must have 3 relerences Start date spprox
10-10-88 Near BGSU Csl 353-7727

Psyrol Clerk-Computer Operator Fist time
position Experience preferred Appecstionsresumes accepted untl Sept 30 at Bowing
Green Cay Schools 140 S. Grove. Bowing
Green. OH 43402

KOLMPrjdgursklKD
Congratulations on being elected assistant
treasurer ol Kapps Delta
Your Sisters

Male Review lor PUSH
PI Kappa Phi at Uptown (or your pleasure
7 9PMilcwaopens!6:16TOkSOHT

30 Inonnduele ne*d*d Apportions now being
accepted Part-time work-lul-tlme pay Sat
your own hours No cosacltona. No desvsrfes
Free paper supples Free S300 kit. Cal today
354-0408

SPEAKERS TONIGHTIII
ALL STUDENTS ARE IWrrEO TO HEAR
WAYNE McGAUGHEY AND THOMAS NO
TARO SPEAK ON THE TOPIC OF ENTREPRENUERSHIP IN BUSINESS TOOAY. IN BA
112 AT 7 30 PM SPONSORED BY THE
YOUNG EXECUTIVE CLUB

WE LOVE OUR ADPi PLEDGES
WE LOVE OUR ADPI PLEDGES
WE LOVE OUR AOPI PLEDGES

Male Review lor PUSH
PI Kappa Phi at Uptown lor your pleasure
7-9 PM doors open at 6 1 5 TONIGHT

Immedlete opening tor BG News
advertising sales representative.
Earn commission wflh the potsntlsl
ol being one ol the highest paid
students on campus. Osln valuable
experience to msks yourself more
marketable to future empesyefS.
Must have your own reiktbl* ear.
All MaforsMsy Apply.
Contact Jan Stubba, Advertising Manager
at 172-2601.
Application deadline
Friday, Sept. SO, S PM

Part Urn* positions svexoble lor bartenders,
banquet waner-wattreaaae WB tram apply at
Hosday Inn (BG)

JohnAntoUk
Thanka for an swesome Km* at my date party
Saturday night. What else could I have asked
lor-oWn't gat sick, don't lal down, and U
screwed up the sinplesl drinking game ol s!lWooshl
Luv.
Tent

KD Katie IgnagrUKD
Get Excited For
Big Hunt!
Your Big Loves You'
KOKD

S.ptamb«r28,,9»»

SOLVITALL SYSTEMS INC
CRAM1

Tuna Into Bowing Green's SPORTS Loader
Saturday lor LIVE MAC Football Coverage on
WBGGFM-Bowhng Green at Weelern Michi-

Ksppe Delta Congratulates
a«BGSU fraternities
on an outstanding Fal Rush

iON.Wf

October I, 1988
CHEEOMUNOA...
II you're lucky!!

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY IN 108 STUDENT
REC CENTER
MANDATORY TRAINING
CLINIC WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28.
7:0010:30PM IN MEMORIAL HALL 202

Male Review lor PUSH
PI Kappa Phi at Uptown for your pleasure
7-9 PM doors open at 6 15 TONIGHT

BRADDUMBAULD
Thanks for me greet weekend . it8 about rime
wa did a date party rtghtl (but I'm not quite aura
I we were in enough picture*) watch out lor flying souirrat* and chair-eating mice. How about
s'mors tree cfcmbmg?
ILoveYoul
Juts
PS Have you aeon my purple bandana
lately?????

MARRIOTT CAREER OPPORTUNTIIES DAY
HOTELS, FOOD 1 BEVERAGE AND HEALTH
CARE DIVISIONS THURS SEPT 29 10 00
2:00. BA 2nd FLOOR LOUNGE CASUAL
7:00 • »:00 pm ICE ARENN LOUNGE. PANEL
DISCUSSION PROFESSIONAL DRESS
EVERYONE WELCOME

From flyers and forms lo newsletters and letter
head, we've go! what you need to look SUPER
on paper! Se* us lor al your TYPESETTINa
NEEDS' Klnko's 354-3977

Hey look us over, we're ADPI's
Lend us an Bar a we'll 1*41 you why!
Informal Rush
Mon. 10-3. Tues 10-4. »W*d 10-5
9:15 at the Alpha Delta PI House

Attention: All Students In All Mskxs
Would you like to do an Internship In the nation's capital? The Washington Center Internship Program offers internships In all
fields In Washington, D.C. Come to the Capitol Room of Iha Union on Wednesday, Sept
2S at 4:00 PM to hear Colleen Clara, a program associate from the Washington Center
speak on Internship opportunities. A Minority
Student Reception will follow In th* State
Room at 5:30 PM
____

Too Late
For Xmas?
You bet. At least It will
be too late to get your
senior prints back In
time to give with or as
Christmas gifts, unless
you act now. Schedule
your portrait sitting tor
this week
or you'll miss one ot the
best gift
accompaniments there
is: a senior portrait by
Varden Studios of New
York.

••• DELTA ZETA*"
The MM ol DeKe Zeta
would eke to congrMilMs
SHTVAWN RILE Y on becoming
the Lambda CM Alpha Sweetheart!
•••DELTAZETA"'

See you ot BOW
"Student Aepredetion Day"
Sal.. Oct. 22
FREE ADMISSION a LUNCH at
the IQSU ■ Youngstown SHI.
Football Game

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

• 'ATTENTION OSEA MEMBERS' •
OSEA Memberawiehinglo attend the
TEACHER PREPARATION-PLUS CONFERENCE
lOct M16inColurnous. plaee turn in monay at
410 Education by Fnday. Sapt 30. $10 lof
contsrence-$8 tor hot*!

•

neve* «/ w raws of
oats MTVE I
MfJWD MVBKK mi.

CRCHIHC

SUCH A ST/fJE-u/rJlJ/Cf/IN'
rV0!S£...

70S Second St. Apt. A
2 bdrm lum apt avaaable Immediately
Csl John Nevrtovs Reel Estate

364-2260
DECEMBER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSONS)
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE GREEN
APTS
1 BDRM
PLEASE CALL NOW.
353-6809

The
BG
News
welcomes
volunteer
reporters
and news
photographers.

